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Like many others, I was very interested to see the recent 2021 guidelines by the American Society of
Hematology, International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis, National Hemophilia Foundation, and
World Federation of Hemophilia on the diagnosis1 and management2 of von Willebrand disease (VWD).
These now add to the many prior guidance documents, in particular several key publications3-5; neverthe-
less, the new guidelines1,2 are destined to become those most closely followed. This commentary is in
relation to the diagnostic guidelines1 and focuses on 3 main items related to laboratory testing. First, the
“panel suggests newer assays that measure the platelet-binding activity of von Willebrand factor (VWF)
(eg, VWF:GPIbM [glycoprotein Ib binding assay for VWF using recombinant mutated GPIb (no ristoce-
tin)], VWF:GPIbR [glycoprotein Ib binding assay for VWF using recombinant GPIb (and ristocetin)]) over
the VWF ristocetin cofactor assay (VWF:RCo) (automated or nonautomated assay) for the diagnosis of
VWD.”1(p283) This is because classical VWF:RCo is diagnostically problematic as a result of high assay
variability and poor low VWF level quantification limits, leading to a high diagnostic error rate.6,7 More-
over, VWF:GPIbM seems to be favored over VWF:GPIbR,1 because assays based on ristocetin may
falsely identify type 2 VWD as a result of exon 28 polymorphisms that may reduce ristocetin binding.8 In
particular, for 1 polymorphism (D1472H), 35% of the Black controls were homozygous for the H allele,
whereas all the White controls with D1472H were heterozygous.8 Second, for type 2 VWD, the “panel
suggests against a platelet-dependent VWF activity/VWF:Ag [VWF antigen] ratio ,0.5 cutoff, and rather
using a higher cutoff of ,0.7 to confirm type 2 VWD (2A, 2B, or 2M) for patients with an abnormal initial
VWD screen.”1(p283) Third, although not a specific recommendation, the panel supports, within its pub-
lished algorithm, a core test panel comprising VWF:Ag, platelet-dependent VWF activity, and factor VIII
coagulant assay (FVIII:C) and relegates collagen binding activity (VWF:CB) to a supplementary assay, as
a potential alternative to multimer analysis, to further characterize type 2 VWD, but notably relies on using
the prior platelet-dependent VWF activity/Ag ratio of ,0.7. Many of the recommendations build upon
one another; for example, poor initial selection of a platelet-dependent VWF activity assay may lead to
failure to appropriately characterize type 2 VWD for further testing, including application of VWF:CB or
multimer analysis. Also important to note, the term “suggests” indicates a conditional recommendation
that is likely to be strengthened (for future updates or adaptation) by further research. Therefore, in this
commentary, I provide some additional data to help inform future iterations of such guidance. For this,
I largely highlight some recently published work.6,7,9-13

First, in our most recent external quality assessment (EQA) publication,9 highlighting VWD diagnostic
errors as linked to test types/test panels, we found, as detailed in Table 1, (1) VWF:RCo showed the
highest assay variability and poorest quantification limit among all platelet-dependent VWF activity
assays; (2) VWF:GPIbR performed by CLIA was the least variable (with the lowest quantification limit)
platelet-dependent VWF activity assay, followed in turn by VWF:GPIbR by LIA, VWF:GPIbM (LIA), and
VWF:RCo (Figure 1A); (3) CLIA methodology was the least variable method overall (all available assays)
(Figure 1A); (4) for associated diagnostic errors of type 1 (quantitative VWF deficiency) vs type 2A/2B
(high molecular weight [HMW] VWF deficiency) samples, the most problematic platelet-dependent VWF
activity assay was VWF:RCo, followed by VWF:GPIbM, whereas VWF:GPIbR and VWF:CB were asso-
ciated with few errors; (5) error rates associated with a standard 3-test panel (ie, as per the guidelines1:
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FVIII:C, VWF:Ag, and platelet-dependent VWF activity assay)
were twice those of a 4-test panel including the VWF:CB; (6)
no single universal cutoff value (eg, 0.5 or 0.7) for activity/Ag
was sufficiently robust to effectively identify/exclude type 2A/B
VWD; indeed, ideal cutoff values are method specific (Figure
1B), but if a universal cutoff is required, perhaps 0.6, in line
with recommendations by the UK Haemophilia Doctors organi-
zation,4 could be favored (supplemental Figure 1); and (7) the
best VWD type discrimination was achieved using CLIA meth-
ods (ie, GPIbR/Ag or CB/Ag), followed by GPIbR/Ag (LIA);
other methods, including RCo/Ag and GPIbM/Ag, showed
substantial ratio overlap between type 1 vs 2A/2B VWD
(Figure 1B).

In summary, the composite of these EQA data favors CLIA method-
ology over all other methodologies, and for platelet-binding activity
assays, VWF:GPIbR is favored over both VWF:GPIbM and
VWF:RCo. Moreover, the data confirm the findings reported in an
earlier article,6 which stated that initial inclusion of VWF:CB, using a
4-test panel, is most diagnostically accurate, as supported by the
UK Haemophilia Doctors guidance.4 The data also favor a cutoff of
0.6 instead of 0.7, also in line with the UK guidance.4 A cutoff of
0.7, being more inclusive, may identify more cases of type 2 VWD
for some assays, but this comes at the cost of specificity and will
also inappropriately capture cases of type 1 VWD. This places a
high subsequent test burden on laboratories and may also lead to
additional errors. For example, if multimer or VWF:CB (ELISA)
assays are performed, then falsely captured type 1 cases may ulti-
mately be incorrectly identified as 2M (no loss of HMW VWF or
normal CB/Ag) or 2A/2B (false loss of HMW7 or CB/Ag ratio
,0.7).

Naturally, there are limitations to the use of EQA data to inform diag-
nostic practice. First, testing is undertaken by real-world laboratories,
not just expert laboratories. However, that is also a strength,
because these laboratories assess most cases of VWD. Second,
samples may comprise both true patient samples and in vitro pre-
pared samples that mimic VWD (either type 1 or type 2A).10,11

However, in our experience, data using true patient samples are
strikingly similar to those using prepared samples, and in Figure 1B,

only true patient data are shown for 2A/2B samples. Third, such
studies cannot address the issue of polymorphisms affecting
ristocetin binding and influencing the panel’s recommendation
of VWF:GPIbM over VWF:GPIbR; however, although apparently
common in Black populations, homozygous changes are
uncommon in White populations,8 and my own experience indi-
cates low incidence in my geographic locality of Australia.12

Indeed, my laboratory has only ever identified a single known
case of such a polymorphism causing a false type 2M VWD
diagnosis.12 Therefore, using a VWF:GPIbR assay rather than
VWF:GPIbM could be considered appropriate in areas where
few Black individuals live, especially given the comparatively
favorable findings shown here. Lastly, data are influenced by the
assays available to EQA participants, as well as by samples
tested. In regard to VWF:GPIbM, only the automated commer-
cial method is used, and so the data may not hold true for the
ELISA-based VWF:GPIbM potentially used in expert laborato-
ries.13 Also, findings represent a sampling, including, for exam-
ple, only 53 2A/2B patient samples (Figure 1B), and thus
may not translate to all 2A/2B VWD cases investigated by
laboratories.

In conclusion, access to the best tests is not always guaranteed.
The United States, for example, only has access to 2 classes of US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–cleared VWF activity assays
(VWF:RCo and VWF:Ab).14 There is no FDA-cleared VWF:GPIbR,
VWF:GPIbM, or VWF:CB assay. In contrast, in Australia and
Europe, all such assays are widely available. I therefore request that
future iterations of the guidelines consider these findings. I also
urge US laboratories to support manufacturers of the best VWF
test assays to gain FDA clearance, thereby ultimately improving the
diagnosis of VWD around the world.
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and not necessarily those of NSW Health Pathology or the
RCPAQAP.

Table 1. Summary of main findings through recent EQA exercises
6,9

Main finding

The least variable platelet-dependent VWF activity assay (with the lowest quantification limit) was VWF:GPIbR performed by CLIA procedure on the ACL AcuStar instrument, followed
by VWF:GPIbR performed by LIA, VWF:GPIbM (LIA), and VWF:RCo (Figure 1A)

CLIA was by far the least variable method overall, which was true for VWF:Ag, VWF:GPIbR, and VWF:CB, as compared with other comparative methodologies (Figure 1A)

In terms of associated diagnostic errors between identification of type 1 vs type 2A/B VWD samples, the most problematic platelet-dependent VWF activity assay was VWF:RCo
(responsible for 26.7% of such errors), followed in order by VWF:GPIbM (22.2%) and VWF:GPIbR (LIA; 3.7%)

The least problematic VWF activity assay overall was VWF:CB (1.5% of errors), especially if performed by CLIA (no errors)

A standard 3-test panel, as recommended in the recent guidelines,1 was associated with a twofold error rate compared with a 4-test panel incorporating VWF:CB, as recommended
by UK guidelines4

No single universal cutoff value (eg, 0.5 or 0.7) for activity/Ag is sufficiently robust to effectively identify/exclude type 2 VWD, with cutoff values being somewhat method specific
(Figure 1B); if a universal cutoff is required, perhaps 0.6, in line with the recommendations of the UK Haemophilia Doctors organization,4 could be favored (supplemental Figure 1)

The best type 1 vs 2A/2B discrimination was seen using CLIA methods (ie, GPIbR/Ag or CB/Ag), followed by GPIbR/Ag using LIA; other methods, including RCo/Ag and GPIbM/Ag,
showed substantial overlap in ratios between type 1 vs 2A/2B VWD (Figure 1B)

The composite of these data favors CLIA methodology over all other methodologies; for the platelet-binding activity assays, VWF:GPIbR is favored over both VWF:GPIbM and
VWF:RCo

CLIA, chemiluminescence immunoassay; LIA, latex immunoassay.
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Figure 1. Summary data from the Royal College of Pathologists Quality Assurance Program (RCPAQAP) for the years 2014 to 2021 inclusive. (A) Summary

data for VWF assay variability. Data shown as median and interquartile range of the coefficient of variation (CV; %) on the y-axis. Assay is type listed along the x-axis in the

following order: (1) VWF:Ag as LIA- and CLIA-based assays; (2) VWF:RCo; (3) VWF:GPIbR by LIA and CLIA; (4) VWF:GPIbM (LIA only); (5) VWF:Ab; and (6) VWF:CB by

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and CLIA. Data compare type 1 plasma (n 5 7; red) vs type 2A plasma (n 5 5)/type 2B plasma (n 5 5) as composite (blue)

and as sent to participants over the period of analysis. There are fewer data points for CLIAs, because this method emerged in 2016; however, this method showed the

overall least variability. Note that higher CVs are expected for functional VWF tests in type 2 VWD as test values approach 0. (B) Summary data for VWF activity/Ag ratios.

Data respectively shown as box plots of ratios (y-axis) of VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag, VWF:GPIbR/VWF:Ag (LIA then CLIA based), VWF:GPIbM/VWF:Ag, VWF:Ab/VWF:Ag, and

VWF:CB/VWF:Ag (ELISA then CLIA based) (x-axis) for data using type 1 plasma (n 5 7; red) and type 2A/2B VWD patient plasma (n 5 5; blue), as tested by RCPAQAP

participants over the period of 2014 to 2021. Box plots show median and 10th to 90th percentile, with outliers shown as dots. Long horizontal dashed lines indicate 0.5

(red), 0.6 (black), and 0.7 (blue) cutoff values. Note that a cutoff of 0.7 is more inclusive and, for some assays, ensures greater capture of type 2 VWD cases; however, this

comes at the cost of specificity, because the higher cutoff also inappropriately captures more cases of type 1 VWD.
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